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ABSTRACT

Low frequency collective oscillations in a super/lattice con-

sisting of alternating highly anisotropic layers are considered.

Such superstructure may tie formed in the ferroelastic near the

structural phase transition by alternation of twins. For the sur-

face waves, propagating along the layers, the conditions and the

range of existence of those with the dispersion law dj •— K .

characteristic for two-dimensional plasmons, have been analyzed

for a solid-state system with consideration for elastic aniso-

tropy and retardation of acoustic waves. In Ref,fi~Jeuch excita-

tions ("dyadona") were used in an attempt to explain the anoma-

lies of low temperature thermodynamic and kinetic characteristics

of high-T superconductors. We have shown that the similarity ofc

the densities of the matching phases and the retardation of

elastic waves in the crystal narrow the range of existence of dya-

dons, but high elastic anisotropy of the solid phases enlarges

the range of existence of such excitations in solid-state sys-

tems. The example of possible crystalline geometry of the phase

matching, for which there arise collective excitations of the

type under consideration, is found. For transverse and longitu-

dinal waves propagating across the layers, the existence la proved

of low fr*qu«noY acoustic branohea aeparattd by a wide gap from the

nearest optical branches.
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In Refa,[1"1 and [2} the explanation of low temperature

anomalies of the specific heat of high-T superconductors was

made with recourse to low frequency collective excitations

("dyadons") with the characteristic dispersion law Co-* K*^1

that were thought to be associated with coexietenct of various

high-Tc superconductor phases near the structural phase transition,

preceding the superconducting transition. It should be noted

that such excitations can exist not only in the model considered

in Refa. [1 land [2"J, but are of a fairly general character and

were studied. Thus, the excitations with the dispersion law were

obtained in Refc. [3, 4} as a part of a study of collective

oscillations of the dislocation wall, and in Ref, [5] when deal-

ing with surface elastic waves in the layer-substrate system.

In Refs. [3-5] it wan also shown that the retardation of acous-

tic waves in crystals and the elastic anisotropy of contacting

media essentially affect the range of existence of the acoustic

analogue of two-dimensional plasmons (AA?DP), i.e. the surface

waves with the characteristic dispersion law ^ /("*'* . In

particular, when the densities of the layer and the substrate

are similar (an is the case for matching of various phases near

the structure! pho^e transition), AA2IXP can exist only in a high-

ly anisotropic elastic system [51. Vie shall study elastic sur-

face waven in a two-phese solid state aysten. near the structural

phase transition and the conditions under which the dispersion

law of these waves has the form characteristic for AAPDP. We

ahall also consider low-frequency elastic oscillations in the

superlattice formed by alternating layers of highly anisotropic

phases.
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Let us consider the two-phase A-B-A ;:ysLem consisting of a

layer of the B phase which is disposed in the A phase. Near the

structural phase transition the B layer may be formed by the array

of twins and the A phase may be the parent phase (see e.g. Refa.

[1, 2]), The aolid A-B-A system may be realized by the alternat-

ing layers of mutually disoriented twin superlattices also. We

shall be interested in small amplitude elastic oscillations of

such a syoi-em, in which the amplitude of the elastic stresses 6*.

is smaller than the threshold coercive forces of the mo-

tion start of twin boundaries with respect to the lattice [6 ] and,

naturally, the elastic strain amplitude is small as against the

spontaneous strain i£j*' of domains. It means that there is no

motion of twin boundaries with respect to the lattice - the num-

ber of atoms in each of the matched phases is constant. We shall

consider low-frequency collective excitations localized near the

B layer and havinp a wavelength X much larger than the twin

array period £ . In the present long-wavelength oscillations

JI >:> -£ »•£" ( F i s the domain wall width), the both phases

may be described as homogeneous media with effective elastic

moduli and densities [7, 8], i.e. neglecting the domain structure

of the media. Because of the smallness of orthorhomblc distor-

tions in metal-oxide compounds near the tetragonal-orthorhombic

(TO) structural transition [9], the contacting A and B phases may

be regarded as disoriented tetragonal crystalline media with

similar acoustic parameters (density p and elastic moduli C^ ).

Since near the TO transition the transverse sound velocity

((C11 - CjJ/2 fl ) ̂  is softening, both the phases are highly

anisotropic, i.e. the elastic anisotropy parameter is
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It wac shown in Hef. [ f> ] that AA?DP can exist in a binary

acoustic eystem ( a layer on a r.ubstrste) consisting of two iden-

tical hlfihJy afusotropic crystals coupled in a certain Banner,

Wow we shall investigate in the ternary A-Î -A acoustic eystem the

conditions of existence of long-wave AA2DP of pure shear polari-

sation in the A-B (and |j-A) boundary plane.

Let the Z axis be normal to the boundaries of the B layer

and the plane 2 * 0 coincide with its middle plane. When pure

shear acoustic v.nvec of horizontal polarisation propagate along

the X axis, the elastic displacements of waves localised near

the boundary of the B layer are:

(D

for -

for < -

(3)

for

Here we have introduced the following notations:
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(4)

CO is the frequency, /< is the wave number, TL B iB the B

layer thickness, $ and $„ are the velocities of bulk pure

transverse elastic waves propagating paralJel to the interface

and polarized in the plane, and S,, and S., are the veloci-

ties of transverse waven of the same polarization, propagating

in the direction perpendicular to the interface (the subscript

A referring to the A media, the subscript B referring to the B

medium). The difference in the general case between the trana-

verse v;avp velocities perpendicular and parallel to the interface

is dur to elnstic onisotropy of the contacting phases. Using

the equations of the elanticity theory for both the media and the

uoual boundary conditions, via, the continuity of displacements

and aurface stresses at the interface, we arrive at the following

dispereion equation in the present approximation;

A K~~
CO

^ < V i t P - t ^ CO'
-K'Jk^ )

'B-L

±1

where the sigri piua indicates synimetric modes in which B.. = 0

and A • C for the d iaplucenients (l)-(3),anci the sign minus in-

dicates antisymmetric modes in which B« = 0 and A s -C; J>A

and P are the densities of the media. Eq. (5) is valid

when the sagittal plane and also the interface plane are the

planes of mirror synoretry in both watching media, (The sagittal

plane ia the p]ane, in which the normal to the boundary and the

-5-
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propagating vector ft of tfie wave are disposed), In part icular ,

in the case the transverse naves poJarized in the interface

plane do not jnterant with longitudinal waves and therefore are

pure shear wuve:i. As can be seen .from Eq. ("}), in the long-wavelength

limit Kn, << f only symmetric varies can be surface waves with

de > o.

It follows from Eq, (5) that the symmetric frequency modea

(that with u zero critical frequency) can have a range of wave

numbers (or frequencies) in which the diepersion law of surface

Bhear waves: in t]v> A-B-A system is similar to that of two-dimen-

sional pJ armours. Indeed, if we have

& o-1- i (6)

<< mm\ -^r?—— ?

the dispersion low of the wave

(7)

(8)

Mote that the dicporcion la* (8) of AA?T>T does not include the

twin structure period Q. , an in I-;cfn. fi j and [2 J in the same

limit K{<C\.

Let us nnnlyze the conddtionc (6J and (V) of the existence

of AA2DP in vfttiouc m:oi)3tic. gysi.nms.

-6-

In tin; n i i..pl p;:t i:t-.::e of an eJastically isotropic B layer

elast.

- sR
inside an elast.iunl ]y isotropin A mediuni we have S*.—S = S

. 'U- /Ml A >

then, a:; it is no en from (t) and {'I), a surface shear wave with

the dispersion law (0) can only exist in this ayatem under the

conditi onn:

A (9)

i.e. in a sufficiently long-wavelength region and for a very heavy,

highly sound-retarding B layer. Prom the conditions (9) we see

that AA?DP do not exist in the system of an elastic isotropic

layer in the elastic isotropic medium when the layer and the

medium have un equal density, even with considerable sound

velocity decrease in the layer (a vanishingly small elastic modulus

of the layer), i.e. in this case AA2DP can exist only in highly

enisotropic media. Note that if /?. /Z is replaced by H the

dlspercion equation (5), corresponding to the symmetric mode,

describes* pure shear surface waves propagating in the system

comprising a Jayer of the thickness \\ on a semi-infinite sub-

strate f5]. If it is un elastic isotropic layer on an isotropic

Bubnlrate, we arrive at the well-known Love waves [io].

Now let us consider bhe AA?DP range of existence in a system

of a highly anioo tropic B layer in a highly anisotropic A mediuni.

In particular, in this case AA2DP can exist in a system con-

sisting of two identical highly anisotropic crystals matched BO

that

- 7 -



If thf cnndj tjon:: (10) nrp fulfilled, the dispersion law

(BJ is renlJzed in the following wevelengLh range;

(11 )

which increases with e l a s t i c anisotropy of the contact ing crys-

t a l s . The s i t ua t ion of (10) can be rea l i zed in te t ragona l metal-

oxide h1gh-Tc superconductors neur the s t r u c t u r a l phase transla-

t ion . Since near the TO t r a n s i t i o n ^v-> ̂ 4 5*> (^-//'^ig,//^ » t n e n

the condit ions (10) nre rea l ized i f the boundary (110) of the

phase A i .1 connected with the B layer bounded by (001) planes

in such o manner that the [OO1 j d i r ec t ion in the A medium coin-

cides with the [110 j d i r e c t i o n in the B layer and determines the

d i rec t ion of propagation of a surface shear wave. The s a g i t t a l

plane in the case coincides with the common (110) plane of the

A and B phases, and the pure shear wave i s polar ized in the

in te r face plfine along f l i o j , so that 5 -S ~((C ~C uftPjK^

^/i\{~ gi. ' ty'J / • Therefore t h i s geometry of matching of

contact ing solid phases really gives rise to c o l l e c t i v e exc i t a t ions

with the dispercinn law (H) in the wavelength range (11) ,

NotP thnt, diaper;;i.on equntion (5) for the symmetric mode

in the ca;e of [^"-K^b. )fi.a/!>a, « 1 ! • tk« f«ll«wl«6;

(1?)

where the value J> : P fifc corresponds to the densi ty of a layer 6

per uni t surface . The right-li/ind s ide of E<j. (1?) descr ibes the

aurface impedance generated by the thin layer B and the d i spe r -

sion equatioi: ( 8) for AA2DP may be obtained when th i s impedance

- 8 -

includes only the ii.fiSf loading /? C K % , «to). In I.he long-wavelength

limit f/ fia <<' 1 t n e n«iK-'J loading may t>e ei ' fect ively taken in to
o

consideration if the ]ayer B is regarded as infinitely thin but

having a finite surface density Q , which leads to the follow-

ing boundary concii Lions at the plane of the layer ;

U.
(13)

where orj^'te^/Z/i and unit vector ft is directed along the nor-

mal to the interface from the medium 1 to the medium P. This

description of the long-vavelength properties of a thin (with

the thickness down to atomic) intermediate layer in the A-B-A

system is equivalent to the description of the dynamic proper-

ties of a plane crystal defect (a stacking fault type) with

consideration for the surface mass O (see e.g. Refs. [ 11,

1?, 13] ). As it wan shown in Refs. [i2, H , 15, 16], near such

a plane defect then? can exist three typer; of surface waves: an

SH wave (a pure transverse nave polarized in the defect plane),

an SV wave (a quasi-transverse wave polarized in the vertical

plane) and a (jusfti-longitudinal £ wave polarized in the layer

plane. The symmetric SH wave which is described by Eq.(12), in the case

of a heavy stroiply decelerate layer gives rise to an AA2DP

with the dasperr; ion law (8).

Let UP iiso thin impedance approach to find the dispersion

law and the ranf;e oi1 existence of AA?DP of SV and L polari-

zations, because rigorous dispernion equations for the aurface

waves of such po Lariy.ations at the plane crystal defect are

rather cumbersome nven for isotropic media (nee e.g. [14] ).

- 9 -
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As in the case of AA2DP of pure shear polarization we shall consider

such crystalline geometry where the transverse waves polarized in the

sagittal plane possess high anisotropy near the TO transition, e.g. when the

A-B boundary plane coincides with the (010) plane of the A phase. In the

surface waves the elastic displacements have the following form:

Ux -- i

where the y axir. is directed along the normal to the inter-

face from the medium I to the medium 2, the parameters )fi and

y ar<; the eigenvalues with positive refil part /^C^y^^^

of the characteristic equation of bulk oscillations polarized

in the (001) plane:

(15)

and the parameters /., and P are the eigenvectors of the

bulk occillati on equation

* ' (16)

In the caso by using boundary conditions (13) at the plane

1/sQ w« can present tho dii-pprrion equations of the AA2DP

in the following form:

-10-

(17)

- for the SV waves;

Vz.
for the I, waves,

where the values Y, K and Y^*yn-I8s +g, ^C&is, i can be

obtained with the help of the Viette theorem from the Eq. (15).

For the :;low nurface waver-. fplO^<C. fc P fS*'
iJ ft > ££' i

propagating in highly anisotropic tetragonal

-J , the Eqs. (17), (l8) take the same form:

C -C
cryntal with

(19)

As it is seen from Eq. (T9) the AA2DP in the system can exist

only if the phase velocity of these waves satisfies the follow-

ing restriction:

(20)

Near the TO t r a n s i t i o n , when /?<<•/ t "the ve loc i ty Vo tends

• w h i c h coincide:! with the limitingto the value

v e l o c i t y of bulk waves in the system C I 7 t TO J. Prom Eq. (19)

in the XLnri t (20) , wo obtain the same Ai spersion law for the

AA2DP of both SV and L polari zation3 in the s a g i t t a l plane:

-11-



I f the phase A is an elastic isotropic one

Eq. (21 ) .y ie lds :

e? C (21)

* > * =
6G

( 2 2 )

Note that in addition to the restrictions (20) there is

another necessary condition of realization of the surface waves

dispersion law (21), (22), namely the slowness of the velocity

of tho trannverss or longitmiinal wave:; of the present polariza-

tion in I he intermediate layer B:

(23)

v.»-f
V and tK,,

<?« , (24)

are the velocities of the transverse and

l o n g i t u d i n a l waves ] propaga t ing a long tho l a y e r B. The d i s p e r s i o n

law (?2) Tor the AA2DP of both 3 V arxi L p o l a r i s a t i o n s in e l a s t i c

i s o t r o p i c medium can he obta ined from Ref. [ T6 "] i n t h e co r re -

sponding 1 irni t (23) or (2/1)). Near tlio TO t r a n s i t i o n

the l i m i t ins; v e l o c i t y (:'o) l^, (\^ii ~ Cf^)/[P) i s of t h e

order of the in i«iTnurn v o l o c i t y of a c o u s t i c wa.vf?3 in the system

and. t h e r e f o r e n e i t h e r of t h e c o n d i t i o n s (^3) or (24) of t h e

e x i s t e n c e of the AA2D.P c;w be ful r i l l o d . For o t h e r s o r i e n t a t i o n s

-12-

of the 5a(-iltu! pi.ai e and the plane of the intermediate layer B

with respect to the crystalline a?et of tho A. phase, the limiting

velocity of existerce of AA?DP is of the same order of magnitude

as (20). In such a way our analysis demonstrates that the conditions of exis-

tence of tlio AAi-'UJ-' in highly anir.oirouic systems are more favour-

able for pure :-.!,o;ir elastic waver, with horizontal polarization (see

Eqs. (6, 7, 'Oj. Thus, I he retardation of el;ir:tic waves and the

similarity of tho densities of the matching nhases cause the es-

sential restr ict ions on the oripinit ion and tho range of exis-

tence of the kk'r'DV. !Iowever, in the general c^r.e, high elastic

aniaotropy enlarges the ran^o of existfince of r.uch collective

excitationr. iri soLi'i state systems.

Till now i t har, been assumed that the B layer i s in an unboudd-

ed medium A. A more real is t ic case however is the alternation of A and

B layers.

Let us consider a superlattice consisting of alternating A and

D layers having the thickness ft and 'h fi • t'or a couple of neigh-

hourinf; layers forming a unit cell of the superlattice, the elastic

displacement for a pure shear wave polarized in the boundary plane

differs from the form of ( l)-(3) and has the form;

f o r

-13-
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where

b, i>jjjl f «̂  3 i
 ;|i'(1 "S)[ ^re tin; velocities of transverse plane

waves polarized in the interface plane find propagating perpendicu-

lar and parallel to the interface in the A. <tnd B media (in Bqs.

(25) and (;J6) we assume for defin.Lleness S-., > SOJ1 ) , In thie
JW o it

case, the d ivers ion equations for inhomogen^oua pure ghear sur-

face waves propagating alon^c the ] .-lyora are:

P
ivr)

for wavefi ŷnraol.r j c in both layers A and D, the displacements (2b)

(26) in which correspond to &U-0 and J?^ = O •

Ji, (29)

for waves symmetric in the A layer:; ;uid antiEjM.irnetric in B layers:

&z-0 and Jl1 -O ;

-for waves rTNRmatric in B layers and antisymmetric in A layers:

d (3D

-for waves uiitinyiiunctric in both A arid B layei':;: S>p~O and Jlp ~O

iVhen "XM riji —^ ̂ ^ , formulae (^7)-(30) are transformed into

the dispersion equation (b) for an inhoinopenetiur; shear waves localized

near the 13 lay or in the unbounded ,i medium.

-14-

...JSL.jVhjrc: : .

Lct u:; Mulyr.e ail the vaiiely of the vmvvr. (-^)_(3l) in the

long-wavelength 1 iinit Kjifi ^< i , Hfl B <C< I . In th i s l imi t ,

from formula {^8) f ° r "yunietric-aymmf-'tric waven we obtain the velo-

city of the built turnoverlio wave propagating along the layers in

an effective thin-luycreci medium:

(32)

which in the case of isotropic layers Jf/ - O j_ - O transforms

into the expression obtained by Rytov \J, £ j •

For symmetric-antisymmetric waves, Bq. (23) yields in the

limit the following dispersion lav/:

CO

whence c;uch WPVP:; correspond to antiphase oscillation of neigh-

bouring homogeneous A layers. Such oscillations are the case, when

If these inequaiitien are valid, then, as is seen from

co(o) «

in the spectrirn &J ~ CO(Kx.)i . e . the gap ^ ( c j in the spectrum OJ Cu'(^xj o f s u c h optical

oscillation:' l iec much lower than the characteristic frequencies of

transverse jihonon quantization both in the lnyer A and the layer B.

Similarly, i t follows from Bq. (30), whnn the conditions are ful-

fi l led

-15-



A0

which are opposite to the conditions (34), the long-wavelength

antisymmctric-oynuiietric oscillations obey the dispersion law:

CO + OB» ' X J : • (36)

It describes antiphase oscillations of homogeneous neighbouring B

layers.

The dispersion equations (28)~(3I) were obtained in the con-

sideration of symmetric and antisymmetric transverse waves propa-

gating in a layered medium alonr *he layers. However, the same

types of wavta- ran he obtained in the 3tudy of a transverse wave

propagating at an arbitrary anp;le to the superiattice axis. The

displacement Lly in the wave should toe sought, according to the

Ploquet theor-oiii, m the form:

- > (37)

where j( i s Lho vr.t.vo number a lon; ; t h e normal t o the l a y e r s and

& - £/! +h&
 i s t h c superiattice period. In

particular, lor any two neighbouring layers, the quantity (U.^ (2/

in (37) han thfi form (25) and (£6) in the intervals -i^/z < Z. <: h B /

and hg/o ^ Z -^ ™B/Z "f"«jfl ' r e s P e c t i v e l y - 1lhe dispersion equation

for the transverse pure shear wave characterised by the wave

numbers t\ ̂  .uid K? i"

-16 -

A »
(38)

where the (laramot, ersrs Cj and oCft are related as in (27). Note

that in the case of inotropic layers ( S . On = O ) , Bq. (38)

transforms into the equation obtained in itef.[l?[ From (38), when

CosKZ^ -1 ' "e o b t a i r i E<iE- ( 2 8 ) a"d ' 3 1 > ' w h i l e when ^s^zQ=-
we obtain Ens. ( R9) and (3('). Therofore, cioa. (gb)-(3I) specify

the boundaries-; of the ranges of allowed frequencies of transverse

waves with a f'ixfrl wave number Kx along the nuperlattica layers.

Thus, when K^-0 the f irs t allowed hand in between 0 and

^tnax^-^^f^Z'^j^X ^0} (I.he superscript I indicates the

number of the sujierlattice ncouLitic band). If the conditions (34)

are fulfilled, w e have (D™% (°) = ^

(o)
)

and if the conditions (35) are fulfilled,

r p £ (p/PhAflftJ> 1 - e - i n b " t h t h e canes, all frequencies

in the first allowed band l ie much lower than the characteristic

frequencies of the transverse quajitization in both A and B layers.

The boundaries of a LI other bands are determined in fact by the

transverse quantization frequencies. Thus, iov the lower boundary

of the second allowed band we obtain CO , (o):i6jfk7-'yf>.J(-r =0)
win1 i \ * • ' / • * • /

\^^~\ f¥> 'L T J ^ ^J A \ / f/ £J \J*" ^~~i F r i t ' i~ j - * * JJ^-*

^ / "•*• i '*• s* i &x ' o \ * i « e . wnen t n e condi t ion*

(oA) OT (35) :ire fulfilled, the frequency CO ^ (°) i a indeed much

higher than (^rr,ax (&) •

From Eq. OS) I"lie velocity V' of the l.r.maverse acoustic

wave propagating in the r.uperlattiro alonp it:.; axis in the limit

'<C 1 can be found;

- 1 7 -



v-h[ •f-
he> h#

SJ. >HX
• (39)

When the cund Ltionr.

into the fnlleving:

nri: fulfilled, cxnii union {39) transforms

h
(40>

and under the conditions (35) u e obtain

As may bo seen from the comoarison of i-xjirfssioiis ( 4Q and ( 41) with

(33) and (36) ones, the value of the frequency ^ n f l r l 0 / ^ ' ' / f t i

(-

i . e . the whole acoust ic branch iri tfio f i r s t folded Br i l lou in zone

is defined T>y I he low ve loc i ty v and has a

low frequency. Tn th in case, as hun been mentioned, when rTx^

the acoust ic b;mJ in no)>aratod from the nearwit op t i c a l band by a

wide forbid / : , , (cO^t (0) » ^ (°)) .

I t shoulil bo noteil tliat. the conditions (34) and (-^J), provid-

ing the exir;U(-nco or the low frenui.'iir.y acoustic branch which is se-

parated from the ncvirDst optical h.-itid by a wide forbidden gap, are

fulfilleii in r«jjif!rl.ittices conrdi-thi,"; of alternating heavy (thick),

rigid layers v;iUi l.i(;Jil ( thin), ;iof!, intoroalationo. In such a sys-

tem, both ti'Lomvoi'SJo und Jont;itu(]ii],-il acoustic waves propagating

along the aupcrluttlce axia will be alow. In the case of a super-

la t t ice fomctl by altomutifig thin layers of highly anisotropic

parent and pi-otJuut phuuoa having similar denoitiea, the above

situation can be j'Onliaod, .11 lay or;; ni' the parent phase A are much

wider than tho:;r> •• r the product piia:;o is and tho layers are matched

so that

-18-

The condit ions (-̂ iC) are opposite to the condit ions fi-V^ of ex i s -

tence of AA2i>P m-nr u Lhin B layer in the present system* There-

f o r e , the eoon.ct.ty of matching of A and B layers s a t i s fy ing the ,

condition!) {AT) differs from the above described geometry of the phases matching,

«hich provides the fu l f i l lment of (10) by interchange of A and B

l a y e r s . iJote tiiai,, as i t is seen from (33) and (42)? because of high

e l a s t i c aniaotropy of the layers tho branch CU If<i I has low

dispe r s ion , s ince i t n dependence on 1^^. in determined by the slow

velocity SfiX ^ SB l j -

Thua, we liuvc s tudied the ronf,e of exiatunce of surface waves

with the dispernLOJi law CO ~ K typical for the spectrum of two-

dimensional pluomoiiii with considerdLion for ucouatic wave retarda-

tion and hi&h eluKLii; a/iiaotropy of tlie inatahod phases of the

solid-atate A-K-A uyutcin. Besides, the situation has been analyzed

where in a auporJnttice formed by alternating layers in the case

of >Vv- ^.Q lii'.'rp uriuos a. low-frequency ncimstic branch sepa-

rated by u iviilu ;;•;!> J'i'ojn the nearer: t opticnl oscillation band. The

existence of such low-frequency slow acoustic branch oauaes the density

of low-frequoncj1 ud-.i .1 latory titatc;; to incrciifn; and thereby appre-

ciably affectn thp Lovv-temTierature thRrmodynaniics and kinetics of

auch systems [ l 8 ] , Girnilar features of low-frenuency oscillations

must be the case also for complex layered compounds, whose unit

cells contain not only heavy, ripid layers, but also l ight , soft

layers. This can be expected to be characteristic of the most common

quasi-two-dimensional hi^h temperature superconductors (e.g. , lan-

thanum, yttr'-un or hirwiuth compound n ).
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